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Introductiony
ë The interaction with working memory (WM) is important for
processing long distance dependencies (Lewis and Vasisth, 2005).
ë Useful to find neural markers of verbal WM operations.
ë Two potential signals: Sustained anterior negativity (SAN; King and
Kutas, 1995) and P600 (Kaan et al., 2000).
ë A defining characteristic of a WM signal is load sensitivity (Luria et
al., 2016; Nolden et al., 2013).

Research question
ë Are the SAN and P600 modulated by number of lexical items/

constituents stored?

SAN: WM retention
ë Between object and subject relative clauses (King and Kutas, 1995).

Figure 1: Object relative clauses show a negativity in frontal electrodes

•Amplitude does not increase through the sentence (Phillips et al., 2005).

•Higher word load increases SAN amplitude (Vos et al., 2001).

•Also occurs in tone change detection (Nolden et al., 2013) and
consonant span tasks (Ruchkin et al., 1990).

P600: WM retrieval/integration
ë On the verb in ”who” vs ”whether” questions (Kaan et al., 2000)
•Only latency increases in longer dependencies (Phillips et al., 2005).

•Higher word load increases latency, not amplitude (Vos et al., 2001).

•Also occurs in non-linguistic rule violation (music: Patel et al., 1998;
visual narratives: Cohn et al., 2014).

Experimental Design
ë It is difficult to manipulate number of constituents and easier to
manipulate their ”complexity” in working memory.
ë We can manipulate number of items in a simple word span task, which
also engages with the question of specificity.
ë Participants undergo two tasks: sentence reading and word span task.

Research question
ë Do the SAN and P600 occur for a semantic word span task?

Hypothesis
ë SAN and P600 occur for retention and retrieval, respectively, for

both the lexical and sentential tasks.
• SAN amplitude increases with increasing number/ complexity.
•Only P600 latency increases with increasing number/complexity,

while its amplitude does not differ.

Results

Figure 2: ERPs time-locked to the start of the lexical retention period. Black: 1 load, red: 2 load, blue: 3 load

Figure 3: ERPs time-locked to the verb of the lexical retrieval period. Black: 1 load, red: 2 load, blue: 3 load

Figure 4: Object-subject difference time-locked to that

Figure 5: Complex-simple difference time-locked to that

Figure 6: Object-subject difference time-locked to the verb

Figure 7: Complex-simple difference time-locked to the verb

Methodsy
ë All subjects underwent both tasks while under EEG recording.
ë Order of the two tasks is counterbalanced between subjects.

Semantic word span task (n=5)
ë 3 conditions (1, 2 or 3 items) x 80 trials.
ë Participants are presented with a list of sequentially-presented 1, 2 or 3
words. After 1s of retention period, they will be provided with a sentence
to fill in. They have to indicate whether any of the words fills the blank.
ë Critical areas: retention period and the verb.

J (#, pear, television) ... (Mary, fixed, the, )

RSVP reading task (n=4)
ë 2 (Object or subject) x 2 (Complex or simple) x 40 trials.
ë Complex conditions have coordinated matrix subject NP.
ë Each word is presented for 300 ms, followed by a 200 ms blank
screen. Half of the sentences are followed by a comprehension question.
ë Critical areas: starting from that and the relative clause verb.

J Subject, complex: Those lawyers and judges that sometimes
critically admonished Andy won the trial. Object, complex: Those
lawyers and judges that Andy critically admonished yesterday won the
trial. Subject, simple: Those judges that sometimes critically
admonished Andy won the trial. Object, simple: Those judges that
Andy critically admonished yesterday won the trial.

Recording and preprocessing
ë Thirty-two electrodes are used for recording, along with a pair of
vertical and a pair of horizontal EOGs to monitor eye movements.
ë Impedances were maintained at less than 5 kiloohm for all sites.
ë We extracted epochs from -200:2000 ms for retention periods and
-200:1000 ms for retrieval periods. Epochs are averaged offline after
rejections of trials with ocular and muscular artifacts.
ë A 200-ms pre-stimulus baseline was subtracted from all waveforms
and a 40-Hz low pass filter was applied.

Discussiony
ë Load modulates ERP signals in both tasks, to different extents.
ë There seems to be a combination of both WM and expectation effects.
ë Both tasks show some similar ERP signals, although the topographic
distribution is not exactly aligned.
•The tasks might share WM resources (Leckey and Federmeier, 2019).

• Prefrontal cortex might be the source (Miller and Cohen, 2001).
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